
Oil

For a second straight day, the crude oil market edged up Friday, meaning that the losses earlier in the week were won back during 
Thursday’s and Friday’s sessions. Buying interest on the market was high and traders appear to have secured a little more faith in the 
OPEC-Russia production deal, which was agreed upon a couple of weeks ago. The Brent front month contract closed the day at 63,40 
USD/bbl, up 1,20 USD/bbl against the previous close. The market has opened slightly bearish Monday.

Gas

The downside on the European gas markets continued Friday, amid strong supply levels and milder weather forecasts for the coming 
days. On the long end of the curve, the downside happened despite the upside on the related crude oil market. The British NBP Win-
ter-18 contract fell 0,36 p/th, closing at 50,90 p/th. The contract has now fallen 4 % in a couple of weeks following several bearish days. 
The downside appears to be coming to an end Monday.

Coal
European coal prices moved upwards along with the oil market yesterday. Besides the oil market, the market receives other bullish 
signals from China, where demand is still high due to a shortage in gas and low stock levels across the country. This most likely means 
that China will have to continue their high import level during the coming months. We could see further gains today.

Carbon
On the European carbon emission market, prices continued to fall Friday. Traders are closing their positions as the benchmark quota 
contract will go in to delivery soon, and are not taking any new positions on the coming year’s contract yet. The quota contract there-
fore fell 0,21 EUR/t Friday, closing the day at 7,14 EUR/t.

Hydro

A high pressure has entered the Nordic area and during most of this week, we will see precipitation amounts and temperatures well 
below average. Early next week however, several weather models indicate that we could see wetter and milder conditions. The hydro 
balance is expected in a surplus of 11,4 TWh in two weeks’ time, but this could change if the wetter forecasts for next week do not 
come true.

Germany
There were mixed signals on the German power market Friday. An improved French nuclear sector and milder weather forecasts pointed 
downwards, but this was overshadowed by bullish oil and coal markets. At the end of the day, the German Cal-18 contract, which will 
soon go in to delivery, closed at 37,10 EUR/MWh, up 0,15 EUR/MWh from Thursday. We expect a quite neutral session today. 

Equities A positive sentiment dominated the international stock markets Friday, with rising indexes on both the European and the Asian markets. 
Progress in the Brexit negotiations and improved job creation numbers in the US were behind the gains. 

Conclusion

The Nordic power market edged down in Friday’s trading, with the biggest losses on the short end of the curve. The Q1-18 contract 
responded to wetter weather forecasts and fell 0,45 EUR/MWh to 31,90 EUR/MWh. Further out the curve, the downside was offset to 
some extent by the gains on the coal market, but the YR-18 contract still ended up falling 0,20 EUR/MWh to 26,40 EUR/MWh. We could 
see either a neutral or a small bearish sentiment today.
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09-dec 16,53 16,53 27,28 27,28 27,28 27,37 27,17 October 34,30 36,68 35,70 37,50 39,85 33,80 34,25 October 39,52 42,66 68,63

10-dec 25,02 25,02 28,37 28,37 28,37 28,37 28,34 Q4-17 32,63 34,65 33,80 35,50 37,90 31,60 31,90 Q4-17 38,92 42,23 77,21

11-dec 40,95 41,43 40,80 41,19 41,01 40,80 40,57 2018 30,58 32,40 28,75 29,50 33,80 26,05 26,40 2018 37,39 36,01 77,21


